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Making healthcare affordable should profoundly affect the labor market, because the poor 

and unemployed can least afford health expenses and because employers have traditionally 

financed much of the economy’s health spending.  A fully implemented Affordable Care Act 

(hereafter, ACA) has the potential of altering the composition of employers, the demographic 

composition of the workforce, the size of the workforce, the number unemployed, and the 

structure of wages. 

Presumably the ACA was intended to reshape the market for healthcare, but not the 

market for labor.  Perhaps those intentions explain why, so far, forecasts of various effects of the 

ACA hold constant most, if not all, labor market outcomes.1  The purpose of our paper is to fill 

this gap by quantifying new incentives created by the ACA and modeling labor market 

behavioral responses to them. 

The ACA is a large and complex piece of legislation.  This paper emphasizes four types 

of provisions in the law: the means-tested subsidies for health insurance premiums and out-of-

pocket expenses for persons who are not offered affordable health insurance by an employer 

(hereafter, “exchange subsidies,” which go into effect January 1, 2014), the monetary penalties 

on employers who do not offer health insurance to their full-time employees (going into effect 

January 1, 2015), the monetary penalties on uninsured persons, and the major medical 

reinsurance assessment.2  We also consider the interactions of these provisions with pre-existing 

payroll, personal income, and business income tax rules, and the so-called “family glitch” with 

1 For example, the Congressional Budget Office’s Health Insurance Simulation Model (Congressional Budget Office 
2007) and RAND’s Comprehensive Assessment of Reform Efforts (Eibner and Price 2012) forecast effects on the 
composition of employee compensation and the overall cost of health insurance, but not the level of employee 
compensation, the size of the workforce, etc.  See also the studies surveyed by Buchmueller, Carey and Levy (2013). 
2 The ACA creates health insurance “marketplaces” or “exchanges” where individuals can purchase health 
insurance.  The insurance premium subsidies created by the law are administered so that they reduce what 
participants pay for insurance plans obtained on the exchanges. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
   

the exchange subsidies.3  We model the possibility that various ACA provisions may not be fully 

implemented, enforced, or fully considered by households. 

Our model features a health insurance decision that depends on taxes, subsidies, and 

administrative costs, broadly interpreted.  Aside from possible tax benefits, a producer may offer 

health insurance to her employees because employees demand a cash wage premium to work for 

an employer that does not offer insurance.  In our model, producers are heterogeneous in terms 

of the skill-intensity of their production technology and their costs of administering health 

insurance. Because administrative costs are passed on to consumers through output prices, 

market forces induce the producers with low administrative costs to hire more employees, 

especially those with more skill. 

Household labor supply and factor prices are also endogenous in our model.  Altogether, 

tax and subsidy rules affect factor prices and the number of people covered by employer-

sponsored insurance (hereafter, ESI) through four types of behavioral responses: the ESI-offer 

decision, factor market comparative advantage, consumer substitution, and labor supply. 

Our model also features non-group health insurance in the sense that employers can 

choose to forgo the subsidy implicit in the exclusion of ESI costs from the personal income and 

payroll tax bases, and let their employees obtain health insurance in a non-group market in which 

the real administrative costs are related to what they would be if they had obtained insurance 

through their employer.  Absent the ACA, our model offers little reason for workers to obtain 

non-group health insurance because of the implicit tax subsidy for ESI.  In contrast, the ACA 

offers subsidies that vary by worker skill and thereby attract a specific part of the population into 

the non-group market.  Under both regimes, a segment of the population prefers to be uninsured 

because they face administrative costs and insurance loadings that are too large to justify the 

purchase of either ESI or non-group coverage.  Our model therefore has quantitative predictions 

as to the number of people covered by health insurance and the composition of that coverage. 

Our model features heterogeneous sectors, some of which can be interpreted as 

“entrepreneurial” or intensive in small establishments.  However, we do not model the ACA’s 

3 See also Mulligan (2013) on interactions between ACA provisions, unemployment insurance, and uncompensated 
health care. 
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significant employer-size provisions in any detail.4  Our paper does not specifically model health 

outcomes.  We look at the entire labor market, but doing so prevents us from explicitly modeling 

any one industry’s organization and performance. These simplifications allow us to tractably 

derive quantitative results for various important labor market behaviors that previous authors 

have held constant, and to help the reader readily understand the origins of our results. 

Section I of the paper sets up the model with an algebraic representation of tastes, 

technologies, public policies, and market equilibrium.  Section II characterizes an equilibrium’s 

qualitative properties.  Section III calibrates the model, with special emphasis on measuring the 

startling size of the new tax wedges between sectors and skill groups.  Section IV presents 

quantitative predictions for the impact of the ACA on the amount and incidence of insurance 

coverage. A companion paper (Mulligan and Gallen 2013) presents our model’s quantitative 

predictions for the impact of the ACA on wages and aggregate output.  Section V concludes. 

Model Setup 

Tastes and Technologies 

Producers differ according to their costs of administering health insurance.  Broadly 

interpreted, this administrative cost can reflect employee turnover, economies of scale, abilities 

to self-insure, abilities to minimize adverse selection, insurance loadings, etc.  For each unit of 

insured labor rented by a firm in sector i, 1 – e -(i) << 1 units must be devoted to health insurance 

administration, and the remaining e -(i) < 1 devoted to producing for the firm’s customers. 

We assume that uncompensated care and Medicaid have some undesirable characteristics 

and that, if health insurance administrative costs were zero, workers would prefer private 

insurance to both of these options.  We let  > 0 quantify the undesirable characteristics, such as 

the amounts that uninsured individuals are required to pay for their health care, the (imperfect) 

quality and accessibility of uncompensated care and Medicaid, and the extra financial risks 

associated with being uninsured.  In reality, some of these costs of being uninsured are monetary 

4 See Gallen (2013), who also models the distinction between part-time and full-time work. 
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costs, and others utility costs, but for simplicity we model  as foregone output. For each unit of 

uninsured labor rented by a firm, e - < 1 units are devoted to producing for the firm’s customers, 

with the remaining 1 – e - << 1 units representing foregone employee healthcare product 

attributes. If firms and employees were not taxed on the basis of health insurance offerings, a 

firm i with employees whose only reasonable source of insurance is through the employer would 

maximize their joint interests by offering ESI if and only if  > (i). 

The differences among producers in the costs of administering health insurance appear to 

be large, because significant increases in the implicit subsidy (associated with exclusion from 

income and payroll tax bases) failed to make ESI universal among employers – especially small 

employers, and significant subsidy cuts fail to eliminate ESI – especially among large employers 

(Congressional Budget Office 2007). All else the same, employers suffering from ESI 

administration disadvantages would essentially disappear from the marketplace, but of course all 

else is not the same.  Firms may produce distinct products, and consumers may be willing to 

purchase the goods and services produced by firms that cannot efficiently administer ESI.  Small 

firms may enjoy other advantages that help offset advantages of administration enjoyed by their 

larger competitors.  We capture both of these effects by having (a) multiple sectors in our model 

whose outputs are imperfect substitutes in utility and (b) allowing consumer preferences to vary 

across sectors. 

Sectors also differ according to the skill-intensity of their technologies.  Sector i’s 

technology is: 

 /( 1)  ( )i INS  i  (  )  [1  INS  i  ( )]   (   (     1)/   1)  /  ( )  1   i  K i  y i   z i e  ( )    (  )   (  )   (  )  (  )  (  )  i  A i  L i   (1) 

where K(i) is the amount of high-skill labor employed in sector i, L(i) is the amount of low-skill 

labor employed in sector i, y(i) is sectoral output, the constants z(i) are sector i’s overall 

productivity,  is the elasticity of substitution in production, A(i) is a sector i low-skill labor 

biased technology term, and the i’s are share parameters.5 INS(i) is an indicator variable for 

5 As shown in equation (1), our model has constant returns to the two types of labor, and no explicit reference to 
physical capital inputs.  We interpret equation (1) as a long run value function or reduced form that implicitly 
accounts for physical capital accumulation in proportion to the amount of labor.  Equation (1) is not well suited for 
analysis of public policies, such as capital income taxes, that would change the long run capital-labor ratio. As 
noted below, our interpretation is related to interpretations of some of the sectoral substitution elasticities. 
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whether firms in sector i offer ESI or, under the ACA, have employees who obtain affordable 

non-group coverage through the “exchanges.”6 

Let i  [0,1] denote quantiles of the administrative cost distribution.  Given that we 

observe firms that do not offer health insurance have relatively low-skill employees, we suspect 

that  and  are positively correlated. For simplicity, we assume a one-to-one monotonic 

relationship between  and , so that i also denotes quantiles of the  distribution. 

Public Policy Parameters 

w and r denote the factor rental rates (inclusive of the costs of employee fringe benefits, 

if any) of low- and high-skill labor, respectively.  Inclusive of taxes and subsidies, firms in sector 

i pay factor rental rates for low-skill labor and high-skill labor that are, respectively: 

(1 )w , (1 )r (2)iL iK 

where {iL,iK} are sector-specific factor tax rates (subsidy rates, if negative).  We assume that iL 

and iK are common to all producers making the same INS decision (more below on the INS 

decision). The four primary examples of these tax rates are employer payroll taxes, the per-

employee penalties for failing to offer affordable health insurance, subsidies for purchasing non-

group insurance, the individual penalties for failing to purchase insurance, and the subsidy 

implicit in the exclusion of ESI costs from the personal income and payroll tax bases. 

The ultimate incidence of the taxes and subsidies does not depend on whether employers 

or employees pay them, so we assume that iL and iK are paid by employers and adjust empirical 

estimates of factor prices appropriately to conform to our normalization.  We assume that the 

taxes and subsidies are close enough to zero that each sector’s equilibrium marginal product of 

high-skill labor exceeds its marginal product of low-skill labor (equilibrium is formally defined 

below). 

6 Medicaid and uncompensated care are included in the INS = 0 category. Thus, INS = 1 might be described as 
having private health insurance. 
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iL and iK do not include taxes or subsidies related to the labor supply decision, like 

unemployment insurance, the taxes paid on personal income not spent on health insurance, and 

employee payroll taxes.7 sL and sK denote the combined marginal tax rates from the taxes related 

to the labor supply decision. The marginal rewards to working are therefore (1-sL)w and (1-sK)r 

for low- and high-skill persons, respectively. 

Table 1 displays empirical concepts of employee compensation and employer costs, and 

relates them to our model’s notation.  Only low-skill notation is shown; high-skill notation would 

merely replace “L” with “K.” The top row is total employer cost, inclusive of penalties and 

fringes, with the notation indicated in equation (2).  Employee compensation is many times 

defined to exclude employer penalties and employer payroll taxes, and our notation for that 

compensation concept is shown in Table 1’s second row. 

The employee compensation shown in the second row still differs across sectors because 

employees may receive a personal income and payroll tax advantage by receiving some of their 

compensation as ESI or receive tax credits for buying health insurance on the exchanges, 

depending on the sector in which they are employed.  The third row subtracts these items, 

measured relative to the tax credits received by NGI employees, from the second row.  The 

fourth row shows employee compensation net of all payroll and personal income taxes.  Our 

Harberger (1962) equilibrium assumption that, in the presence of sector-specific taxes, 

employees are indifferent between sectors is visible in the third and fourth rows because the 

employee amounts are the same in each column. 

Household Preferences 

Given an allocation of labor and production across sectors, the representative household’s 

utility would be: 

 /  (  1)  (1)  /   (1)  /  1 1 1  ( )i (1)  /         ln  e ( )  di   L  i di   ( )y  i  ( )  K  i di  (3)   0  L  1  0  K  1  0  

7 For ease of measurement, we do include employer payroll taxes in the employer tax rates iL and iK. 
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The (i)’s, , , L, and K are preference parameters.  The (i)’s reflect consumer preferences 

for the various sectors.  is the elasticity of sectoral-output substitution in utility.   is the Frisch 

wage elasticity of labor supply. L and K parameterize the disutility of work, holding constant 

the prevalence of insurance among workers and non-workers. 

An efficient allocation of labor and INS would maximize (3) subject to the production 

functions (1), and taking the taste and technology parameters as given.  The efficient allocation 

of INS would be to the sectors i  i*, with (i*)  . 8  However, the purpose of this paper is to 

consider equilibrium allocations in the presence of taxes and subsidies, which generally are not 

efficient. 

The representative household uses its factor income and a lump sum transfer b to 

purchase the output of each industry according to the budget constraint: 

1 1 1
( )  ( )  (1  sL )w (  )     sK )  bL  i  di  (1  r ( )  (4)p i  y  i di     K  i di    0 0 0 

where p() is the industry pattern of output prices, taken as given by the household.  (1-sL)w and 

(1-sK)r are the household’s rewards to working its two types of labor net of payroll taxes, 

personal income taxes, and means-tested subsidies.  

Equilibrium Defined 

The insurance choice is one of three options: ESI, non-group insurance (hereafter, NGI) 

and uninsured.  Associated with these three options are three statutory employer tax rates for 

each skill level: cL,cK,nL,nK,uL, and uK, respectively.  In this way, insurance choice affects 

production costs. 

Given tax rates {cL,cK,nL,nK,uL,uK,sL,sK}, taste parameters {η, , L, H}, the parameter 

 indicating the desirability of private insurance, the factor substitution elasticity , and industry 

patterns for α(), (), (), A(), and z(), an equilibrium is a pair of factor rental rates w and r and 

8 For simplicity, we assume that (i) is continuous and decreasing in i and crosses  on the interval i  [0,1]. 
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a list of industry patterns of low-skill employment L(), high-skill employment K(), output y(), 

prices p(), and employer coverage decisions such that: (a) the industry patterns of employment 

and consumption maximize household utility (3) subject to the household budget constraint (4) 

(taking as given coverage conditions as reflected in INS()), (b) each industry’s production equals 

household demand for their output, (c) the industry patterns of employment, output, and 

coverage decisions are consistent with the production function (1), (d) each industry’s coverage 

decision and composition of labor achieves the minimum production cost, (e) and each industry 

has zero profits. The government budget constraint and national income identity are: 

b  
1

( iL  sL )wL  i  ( )   ( iK  sK )rK  i  ( )di  
0 (5) 

Y  
1

(1  )wL  i  ( )  (1  )rK  i  ( ) di  iL iK 0 

For the purpose of calculating equilibria under various policies, we assume that all 

insurance is purchased through employers or former employers, but in mapping to the data we 

distinguish exchange purchases from ESI narrowly defined, and recognize that these two have 

different subsidy rates. In particular, under the ACA, employers have three choices: (a) to offer 

employees ESI narrowly defined, which qualifies for the tax subsidy but not the ACA subsidy, 

(b) to “offer” employees exchange subsidies, which creates penalties and makes the exchange 

subsidies available, or (c) not to offer any insurance, leaving employees to be uninsured or on 

Medicaid. 

At first glance, it might seem unrealistic that employers in our model that do not offer 

ESI have a “choice” between non-group coverage and no insurance at all for their employees, 

and have to incur the same administrative costs (broadly construed to include insurance loadings) 

for the non-group coverage as they do for ESI.  The important assumption is not whether 

employer (rather than employee) pays the various administrative costs associated with non-group 

insurance, but a “no free lunch” assumption that the non-group insurance offered on the 

exchanges will not make insurance administration and overhead costs disappear.9 

9 See also our companion paper (Mulligan and Gallen 2013) for more discussion of the legal and practical incidence 
of insurance decisions. As shown below, we find potentially large shifts from ESI to NGI under the ACA, despite 
assuming no free lunch. 
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Qualitative Equilibrium Characteristics 

Employment and Coverage Patterns by Sector 

Each of the three alternatives presents the employer with its own rental rates of skilled 

and unskilled labor, inclusive of the administrative costs, tax costs, and worker disutility of 

uncompensated care.  Consequently, firms have marginal and average costs of production 

idiosyncratic to their sector. The log per-unit-output cost function for an employer facing a 

production function of the form (1) is the minimum of the three possibilities: 

 1  1  1    ln ( A) (1 uL )w  (1  ) (1 uK )r ,   1 
 1  1  1  ln z  min   ln ( A) (1  nL )w  (1  ) (1  nK )r 

 , (6)
1  

 1  1  1   ln ( A) (1 cL )w  (1  ) (1 cK )r 
   1 

which are no coverage, NGI coverage, and ESI coverage, respectively.  Each of the coverage 

possibility terms in (6) reflects the fact that the tax rates associated with a coverage decision 

affect the optimal the skill-intensity of the workforce. 

For any particular coverage option, the square bracket term varies by sector only because 

the technology skill intensity parameter  varies. The only other source of cost variation is the 

administrative cost term , which also increases with the industry index i. Each of the three cost 

terms can therefore be graphed versus i, and any one of the schedules will cross any one of the 

others once, if at all.  Thus, the equilibrium industry pattern of coverage decisions partitions the 

sectoral index scale i  [0,1] into at most three intervals. 

Unless uL were sufficiently large, the uninsured, if any, would be employed at the least 

skilled end of the scale because those industries have the greatest insurance administrative costs. 

Absent the ACA, non-group insurance receives no subsidy and is therefore (in our model) 

dominated by ESI.  The equilibrium coverage decisions in this case look like the green schedule 
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in Figure 1 with ESI offered by the skill-intensive industries and no insurance offered by the 

remainder.10 

Under the ACA, coverage is described by up to three intervals with ESI offered by the 

most skill-intensive industries because the ACA has cL > nL and cK < nK. Employees 

purchasing NGI are employed in the middle interval.  This situation is illustrated by the green 

and orange schedules in Figure 2.   

Equilibrium requires that every sector have the same tax-adjusted marginal rate of 

transformation between low and high-skill labor, which is equal to a common marginal rate of 

substitution in utility. 

1/ 1/ (  )  ( )  K  i  ( )  1   iL 1  sK  L  L  iL i A i    1  w
    1 (  )  i  L  i  (  )   1  iK 1  sL  K  K  1  iK r (7) 


1 


1

L  ( )  ,  K  K  i  di  L  i  di  (  )  
0 0 

where each employer’s tax rates depend on his ESI or NGI decision.  For an employer i* the 

margin between insurance choice j and insurance choice j (for example, moving from ESI to no 

ESI), 

* * *K i( )   1 1  K ( )  K j ij  jL  j  K   j i  ( )
    q (8)

*  * jj *i   L iL  ( )  1  1    ( )  L i ( )j  jK  j  L   j j 

With or without the ACA, employers on the margin between two insurance choices will face a 

different tax wedge from moving to a different insurance choice.  Consequently, the coverage 

decision is not taken in isolation, but associated with a jump in the skill intensity.  Absent the 

ACA, the ESI-uninsured tax wedge term in (8) is different from one and the skill intensity jumps 

up (moving from low i to high i) at the equilibrium i* . Because the cost envelope does not jump 

at i*, output does not jump either, and the ESI-marginal firm reduces its total employment as it 

10 Figures 1 and 2 are equilibrium simulation results using our benchmark parameter values and assuming full 
implementation of taxes and subsidies.  For the moment, Figures 1 and 2 serve only to illustrate qualitative features 
of our model (our quantitative work is introduced below). 
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drops ESI.11  The small employment effect of dropping ESI is illustrated in Figure 1 by the blue 

schedule’s jump at the 59th percentile.  

The same logic applies on the ESI-NGI margin under the ACA: output and cost do not 

jump at the sector i* that is in equilibrium on the margin between ESI and NGI.  The ESI-

marginal firm increases its total employment and reduces skilled employment as it drops ESI, 

moving along its isoquant. These two effects of dropping ESI for NGI are illustrated in Figure 2 

by the jumps of the blue and red schedules, respectively, at the 44th percentile. 

As we compare industries with insurance coverage in Figures 1 and 2, prices (black 

series) rise with the industry index i because the administrative costs are rising.  The 

administrative costs are irrelevant for comparing uninsured industries’ prices.  Equilibrium prices 

and costs fall with i because those with less skill-intensive technologies have the greater factor 

market comparative advantage in trading employees with the rest of the industries. 

The allocation of labor across industries with the same insurance coverage depends on 

the preference function (), which could be assumed to follow any number of patterns.  We limit 

our attention to preference functions that are a quadratic function of i, and explain below how we 

calibrate that function.  Regardless of the shape of the function, the relative prices and revenues 

of two sectors i and 0 have to be consistent with their relative amounts produced: 

1/ 
pi  e i  0 

 


y0 
 
 

p y0  i  
(9)

1 1/   
p y  

 e  y 
 

  
i i  i 0 i  

p y  y0 0   0  

All industries have revenue equal cost, which means their relative revenues equal their relative 

costs: 

11 Note that the ESI tax exclusion is a greater percentage of low-skill compensation and thereby biasing ESI sectors 
toward low-skill, relative to the uninsured sector. 
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(1  )wL   )rK p y  (1 i i  iL  i  iK  i 
(1  )wL      )rK p y  (1 0 0  cL 0 cK 0 


 1 i 


MRTi  MRT i  (10)

L 1   A
i  iK   i i     L0 1 cK  10MRTc  MRT c  A 0 0   

where we assume that the sector 0 has ESI because it has the least administrative costs and the 

most skill-intensive technology of all sectors.  The second equality in (10) is derived from the 

first by using the MRT condition (7). 

The relative production in the two sectors can also be examined on the supply side using 

the production function: 

 / (  1)  
 

 1 1 i 

  

 / (  1)  MRTi   1 
    ( )  [1      INS i (  )]   z A     iyi 0  i INS i i 

 i i Li i A   e    (11) y0 z0 0 A0  L0   1 10 


MRT 1   A  
c 

 0 0   

Substituting (10) and (11) into the demand condition (9), we can characterize the 

allocation of low-skill labor across sectors: 

Li  
L0 

(     )  /  (   1)  
 

 1 1i 

  

 /(  1) 1  MRT i   1 (12)  
(            (  )  z  i A  1   A 

i  0 ) 0     ( i  ) INS i i  i  cL    i i  e e         z0 0 A0    1 iL    1 10    MRT 1c    A   0 0    

Recall that MRT and the tax rates are the same for all sectors with the same insurance offering, 

so that the low-skill labor allocation across those sectors depends only on the taste and 

technology parameters indicated in equation (12). 

An analytical result is helpful for understanding the quantitative sectoral analysis that 

follows.   
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Proposition Holding aggregate factor supplies constant, sector-neutral subsidies have no effect 

on the sectoral allocation of factors, the composition of output, or sectors’ relative prices. 

Proof With sector-neutral subsidies, the cost comparison (6) is merely a comparison of  

and ; the ESI and NGI cost functions are the same.  Because all sectors have the same marginal 

rate of transformation (MRT) between the two types of labor, it follows from equation (12) that 

the allocation of low-skill labor across sectors depends only on the industry profiles for tastes 

and technology, and the level of MRT, but not the level of taxation or the degree to which taxes 

vary by skill level.  This result and the common MRT across sectors imply allocations of high-

skill labor and output across sectors that depend on tastes, technology, and the level of MRT but 

not tax rates.  An equilibrium level for MRT makes the K profile consistent with the fixed 

aggregate supply of K, but neither of these depends on tax rates.  From equation (8), sectors’ 

relative prices depend only on the preferences and the allocation of output.  The pattern of tax 

rates by skill level does affect the relative factor price w/r. 

Measurement of Tax Wedges and Calibration of Behavioral Response 

Rates 
In order to make quantitative predictions, we begin by measuring the tax wedges created 

by the ACA. We then assume functional forms for the distribution functions (i) and (i) and 

relate their key parameters to quantitative estimates of coverage outcomes and sensitivity of 

those outcomes to tax rates.  We also calibrate the utility and production parameters from the 

labor economics literature.  ACA impacts are found by holding constant the distribution 

functions, utility parameters, and production parameters and varying the tax parameters from 

their non-ACA values to their ACA values. Impact sensitivity analysis is performed by varying 

one of the calibration inputs from the empirical literature while holding the other calibration 
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inputs constant, which requires varying one of the taste or technology parameters in order to 

continue to match the latter calibration inputs.12 

Functional Forms for Sectoral Taste and Technology Gradients 

We assume that the taste function (i) is quadratic in i. We assume that the skill-intensity 

function (i) and administrative cost function (i) are linear. 

Because the slope of the administrative cost function dictates the propensity of employers 

to change their ESI-offer decision, we set the slope so that the elasticity of ESI offerings with 

respect to the price of ESI is -1/3 in the neighborhood of efficient ESI, assuming that 9 percent of 

covered employee compensation (plus the implicit tax subsidy) goes to ESI coverage.  The 

calibrated value for the elasticity is based on the same empirical studies reviewed by the 

Congressional Budget Office (2007), which is why our model’s predictions are similar to CBO’s 

if we hold constant the composition of consumer demand. 

We set the level of the net administrative cost function (i) - , the two parameters for the 

skill-intensity function (i), and the two parameters for the taste function (i) so that our model 

equilibrium without the ACA matches the data on employee compensation by skill level and the 

composition of the workforce by skill level and ESI coverage, as measured in the March 2012 

CPS.13 

Other Taste and Technology Parameters 

We convert numbers of covered employees into numbers of plan participants (including 

dependents) by multiplying by 2.0, which is the ratio of ESI plan participants as measured by the 

Congressional Budget Office (2013) to the number of non-elderly heads and spouses covered by 

ESI as measured in the March 2012 Current Population Survey. 

12 For example, for a sensitivity analysis with respect to the wage elasticity of labor supply , we must vary the 
utility parameters L, and K together with  in order to continue to match data on wage rates and the number of 
people from the two skill groups who work. 
13 Note that one parameter of the quadratic taste function is irrelevant because it does not affect the relative 
consumer preference for sectors. 
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Unel (2010) reviews econometric estimates of the elasticity of substitution in production 

between high- and low-skill labor ( in our notation) and reports a range of 1.4 to 1.7 (with some 

indication that it has increased over time).  Acemoglu (2002) reports a wider range of 1 to 2, 

which we use because our definition of skill groups is not exactly the same as in the econometric 

studies. Our benchmark value of  is 1.5. 

Appendix I further discusses the calibration of the taste and technology parameters.  Of 

particular interest for interpreting our results is that all potential workers in our model economy 

are non-poor (adjusted household income more than 100% of the federal poverty level), non-

elderly household heads and their spouses. Potential workers are quantified according to the 

aggregate number of non-poor non-elderly household heads and spouses who worked some time 

during 2011, as measured by the March 2012 Current Population Survey and rescaled to reflect 

three percent population growth between 2012 and 2015 (that is, 98 million rescaled to 101 

million).14  Dependents appear in the model only as people who might have health insurance and 

thereby might affect incentives for the head or spouse in their household to work or change 

sectors. 

Model workers are of only two types, low- and high-skill, which refers to whether 

husband plus wife personal income (including the value of health insurance premiums, if any, 

paid by employer) are below or above 300 percent of the federal poverty line, respectively.15  We 

do not further distinguish workers according to weeks worked or weekly hours, although we do 

account for these variables by measuring labor compensation according to average earnings for 

calendar year 2011 (adjusted for inflation between 2011 and 2014), including the value of 

employer-paid ESI premiums.16  Therefore, if our model predicts, for example, that a million 

low-skill workers move from one sector to another, we interpret that to mean that the one million 

workers have the same average annual earnings as the other low-skill workers in the economy.17 

14 Three-quarters of aggregate hours were supplied by these 98 million, with the rest supplied by the elderly, the  
poor, or persons who are not head or spouse.  
15 For unmarried households, head of household personal income is used.  
16 These averages are reported in the middle of Table 6. All dollar amounts in this paper are in 2014 dollars.  
17 Another example: we interpret a one percent reduction in low-skill labor supply to be some combination of  
reductions in the number of low-skill people working some time during the year and the average annual hours  
worked among low-skill people; our model is not set up to distinguish the two.  
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Tax Wedge Measurement 

We model health reform as changes in the tax and subsidy rates 

{cL,cK,nL,nK,uL,uK,sL,sK}, and the labor market consequences of health reform as the 

equilibrium comparative statics with respect to the tax and subsidy rates.  Obviously, the 

quantitative results hinge on the numerical values assumed for the tax parameters with and 

without health reform.  We calibrate the tax rates so that they reflect the combination of (when 

applicable) employer payroll taxes, employer penalties, subsidies for purchasing health insurance 

on the exchanges, employer health insurance participation charges, and the tax exclusion of 

employer health insurance premiums.  In practice, the various tax rate components are treated 

differently by business and personal income tax rules and are collected on different time scales 

and therefore need to be rescaled into “common units” before they are added to arrive at a 

combined tax rate. 

In reality, some of the taxes are proportional to payroll expenditure and others are 

proportional to the number of employees, but for algebraic simplicity we model all of them as 

skill-specific proportions of payroll.  In calibrating the proportions, we must decide whether the 

various component proportions accumulate additively or multiplicatively.18  We assume that the 

employer FICA and Medicare rates are added with each other because (for employees with 

earnings below the FICA earnings cap) they are levied on the same base, but that they multiply 

the value of the tax exclusion for employer health insurance because the latter comes out of the 

tax base for the former.  We assume that the various ACA taxes and subsidies are additive with 

each other, but multiply the non-ACA tax rates.19 

In our model, all workers of the same skill level receive the same total compensation 

regardless of the sector of their employment.  All of the sector-specific taxes and subsidies are 

paid and received by employers.  As a normalization that streamlines our notation, we assume 

that all employees receive a cash subsidy (appropriate to their skill level, but sector neutral) as if 

they purchased health insurance on the exchanges and then employers in the ESI and uninsured 

sectors are taxed to finance subsidies received by their employees.  This means that the exchange 

18 To a first order approximation in the neighborhood of zero tax rates, it does not matter whether the rates add or 
multiply.  However, actual tax rates are far from zero and the second order interaction terms are not negligible. 
19 If the ACA taxes were additive with the value of the employer tax exclusion, then sector-uniform ACA taxes 
would nonetheless cause substitution between sectors. 
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subsidies are reflected in {uL,uK,cL,cK} but not {nL,nK}. Our normalization is economically 

equivalent to paying the subsidies only to employees who work in the NGI sectors, but in the 

latter case the extra employer costs for the ESI and uninsured sectors would be compensating 

cash payments to employees (for forgoing the exchange subsidies) rather than extra taxes. 

Because we use the former approach while the actual ACA takes the latter, adjustments to w and 

r are required before comparing our model to empirical measures of employee compensation. 

The monetary penalties on employers who do not offer health insurance to their full-time 

employees are included in the tax rates {nL,nK,uL,uK} of employers operating in the NGI and 

uninsured sectors. The individual mandate penalties on uninsured persons are included only in 

{uL,uK}. Finally, the major medical reinsurance assessments are included in the ESI sector tax 

rates {cL,cK}. 

The top and middle panels of Table 2 show the annual tax amounts (excluding employer 

payroll tax) and percentage rates (including employer payroll tax).  Absent the ACA, the tax 

amounts are zero with the exception of the roughly $2,500 subsidy for ESI employees implicit in 

the income and payroll tax exclusion of employer health insurance premiums.  The employer tax 

rate without the ACA (the first two columns in Table 2’s middle panel) is the sum of 7.65% 

(7.7% when rounded to the nearest tenth of a percent) and the ratio of the corresponding tax 

amount to the average total compensation for the skill level.20 

We calibrate the tax rates with the ACA by building on the without-ACA rates and 

information about the likely combined ACA tax and subsidy amounts R (see also Table 3) for 

each sector and skill level: 

1 R / w 1 R / riL iK (13)1  1  , 1  1 iL iL iK iK 1 R / w 1 R / riL iK 

20 7.65% is the sum of the employer FICA and Medicare tax rates.  We use $32,381 and $82,813 for the (pre-ACA) 
low- and high-skill total compensation amounts, respectively, which are the average annual earnings for working 
(some time during 2011) non-elderly household heads and spouses in households that are between 100 and 300 
percent of the poverty line, and above 300 percent of the poverty line, respectively. 
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where the overbars indicate without-ACA values.21  Table 2’s middle panel rates are used in our 

market simulation. 

The impact of the ACA on employer tax rates is astonishing.  Rates increase by a factor 

of about 1.6 for high-skill employees and many times more for low-skill employees.  However, 

the table omits the sector-neutral employee subsidy noted above, so the most important 

information in Table 2’s middle panel is the degree to which the tax rates vary by sector and skill 

level and how the ACA changes and amplifies that variation.  Among high-skill workers, the ESI 

sector’s advantage over the other sectors goes from 3.1 percentage points to as much as 10.0 

percentage points.  Among low-skill workers, the ESI advantage goes from 7.5 percentage points 

to -21.3 (NGI) or 29.1 percentage points (uninsured). 

The middle and bottom panels of Table 2 also show how the ACA distorts the sectors’ 

comparative advantage in the labor market.  For each pair of sectors i and j, the bottom panel 

uses the tax rates in the middle panel to calculate the ratio of (1+iL)/(1+iK) to (1+jL)/(1+jK). 

The ratio indicates how the tax rates distort comparative advantage relative to taxes that were 

uniform by skill or by sector (zero taxes would be a special case).  Without the ACA, there 

would be no distortion between uninsured and NGI (if there were any NGI).  The without-ACA 

rates distort the composition of uninsured factor demand, relative to the ESI sector, by four 

percent in the direction of high skill workers because the value of the tax exclusion of ESI 

premiums is a greater percentage of low-skill ESI employee compensation than it is of high-skill 

ESI employee compensation.22  The ACA slightly magnifies this distortion from 1.04 to 1.11 

because the employer penalties for uninsured employees are also a greater percentage of low-

skill compensation than of high-skill compensation. 

The ACA creates a remarkable 1.38 distortion of comparative factor advantage between 

the uninsured and NGI sectors.  The 1.38 is not a consequence of favoring the NGI sectors over 

21 The ACA’s penalties and subsidies are usually dollar amounts as opposed to the more analytically convenient 
percentages of compensation.  Moreover, in theory the dollar amounts generated by a given percentage tax rate is an 
equilibrium outcome because the rate’s tax base is an equilibrium outcome.  The square root formulas (13) are the 
geometric average of two approaches to guessing, on the basis of pre-ACA data, the equilibrium tax rate that would 
deliver a specified amount of revenue: one approach that sets the rate as revenue divided by the pre-ACA marginal 
revenue product of labor and a second approach that sets the rate as revenue divided by the pre-ACA wage rate.
22 Recall that Figure 1 offered a first glimpse at this result in its K/L series that jumps up slightly on the margin 
between ESI and uninsured. 
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uninsured sectors – presumably the ACA is designed to discourage the uninsured – but is a 

consequence of failing to favor the NGI sectors in a factor-neutral way.   

Table 3 gives more detail behind the tax and subsidy amounts in Table 2 by showing the 

legislative components, conversion factors, and the sectors to which each component applies. 

The $2,660 implicit subsidy amount for a full-year worker was derived by multiplying an 

estimated annual exclusion amount ($7,980: see Appendix I) by an assumed combined marginal 

tax rate from payroll and personal income taxes (25%) and dividing by one minus the same 

marginal tax rate in order to convert it to an equivalent salary increment.23  The employer shared 

responsibility payment is part of the NGI and uninsured annual amounts in Table 2.  It is $2,000 

per full-time employee, which is $1,656 per low-skill employee if 83 percent of them work full 

time.  An employer payment of $1,656 is not deductible from business taxes and therefore has an 

employer cost equivalent to a $2,522 annual salary increment (when the tax rate on business net 

income is 39%). 

With the ACA, ESI employers owe about $126 per employee-year as an insurance 

participation assessment.24  The next three rows of Table 3 pertain to the federal subsidies for 

purchasing insurance on the exchanges, which in our model are paid to all persons but then 

clawed back from persons without insurance and from persons employed in ESI sectors.  The 

subsidies – $7,795 on average for heads and spouses in households below 300% of the poverty 

line – are untaxed by personal income and payroll taxes.  At a 25 percent combined personal tax 

rate, the salary equivalent increment is $10,624.25 

The next row is the individual mandate penalty.  The penalty as of 2016 is 2.5 percent of 

household income, or $695 per uninsured family member (up to three members, with uninsured 

23 For example, a person earning $50,000 per year with only $41,000 taxable would, at a 25% marginal personal tax 
rate, have the same income after personal taxes as someone earning $53,000 with no exclusion.  $3,000 is the salary 
increment equivalent value of the $9,000 tax exclusion.  The two amounts shown in the upper left of Table 2 are the 
$2,660 adjusted for the average annual weeks worked among non-elderly heads and spouses (by skill level).  
24 The assessment is $63 per plan participant, and we assume that each employee with coverage has covered an 
average of 1.0 dependents (126 = 63*2).  Exchange plans also pay the assessment, but the aggregate revenue from 
the assessment effectively goes to the exchange plans, purportedly to offset losses from admitting participants with 
pre-existing health conditions (another ACA provision). 
25 The exchange subsidies have dollar amounts that are skill-specific.  Table 3 displays only the low-skill average 
amounts of $7,968 and $10,624; the high-skill average amounts are $681 and $908. 
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children counting half), whichever is greater.  The median penalty per dollar of wages for each 

low-skill working uninsured household head or spouse in the March 2012 CPS was 4.2 percent.26 

Illegal immigrants are not subject to the individual mandate and cannot purchase plans in 

the ACA’s marketplaces.  They are also among the least skilled workers, and many of them work 

in sectors that are far enough to the right in Figure 2 that they are not on the margin of being 

insured (either NGI or ESI).  Arguably illegal immigrants are not relevant for any of the margins 

examined in our model, which would mean that our model should be calibrated with the full 

penalty and subsidy amounts without any discount for the fraction of work that is done by illegal 

immigrants.  As a middle ground, we discount the individual mandate penalty (but not the 

exchange subsidy, or the employer penalty) among low-skill workers by 20 percent, which is our 

guess of the fraction of low-skill workers uninsured before the ACA that were illegal 

immigrants.27  When converted to a salary equivalent, the amount is $1,348. 

The first “TOTAL” row in Table 3 sums the applicable salary equivalent rows above for 

ESI, NGI, and uninsured sectors.  However, these amounts cannot be compared to the wage rate 

w in our model, which is the average annual compensation of low-skill workers including the 

weeks of the year (averaging 4.7) that they are not employed.  The Table’s final row therefore 

rescales the row above by the average weeks employed per year among low-skill household 

heads and spouses.28  Also note that the bottom total row appropriately quantifies incentives to 

move employees across sectors: for example, if a low-skill employee were moved from an 

uninsured sector to the ESI sector, that would not reduce the employer shared responsibility 

payment by $2,000 per year because the uninsured sector employer was paying the assessment 

only for the part of the year when the employee was on the payroll. 

All of the amounts and rates shown in Tables 1-3 assume full implementation in the sense 

that the ACA is fully enforced, all employers not offering ESI are penalized, and households 

value the subsidies at the dollar amounts we have assigned to them.  However, part of the 

population may not value the insurance options offered by the insurance exchanges, and 

26 For high-skill workers, we assume that the individual mandate penalty is 2.5 percent of household income and  
convert it to a salary equivalent using the same marginal tax rate factor.  
27 See also our discussion below of the aggregate labor supply distortions.  
28 High-skill persons are employed an average of 49.9 weeks per year.  
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therefore forgo participation in those plans and forgo the ACA subsidies.29  In addition, states 

may fail to set up insurance exchanges, and perhaps thereby make their residents ineligible for 

premium support and cost sharing subsidies, even those who comply with the individual mandate 

(Pear 2012). It is beyond the scope of this paper to explicitly model compliance choices, or even 

exhaustively catalog all of the possible margins of implementation, take-up, compliance and 

enforcement that are possible with a significant law that is unpopular with large segments of the 

population, but we do introduce a penalty “implementation rate” and a subsidy “implementation 

rate” as model parameters on the unit interval that multiply the tax and subsidy amounts noted 

above.30 

The Coverage Decision: Quantitative Results 
Our model has predictions for the effect of the ACA on the amount and composition of 

insurance coverage. Both predictions utilize pre-ACA measurements of various aspects of 

insurance coverage, but quantitative results also require functional form assumptions.  For 

predicting ESI coverage, the functional form assumptions serve the purpose of interpolating pre-

ACA measurements and in principle would not be necessary if the pre-ACA measurements were 

sufficiently disaggregated.  For predicting the number of people without insurance, functional 

form assumptions are needed to extrapolate outside the range of historical experience.  For these 

reasons, ESI predictions might be more reliable than the predictions for the number uninsured 

(although see below on some of the unknown determinants of ESI coverage). 

29 Members of Congress are required to obtain their family’s health insurance through the exchanges (Pear 2012) – a 
requirement that we presume was intended to ensure that the exchange plans are desirable to middle-income families 
– but perhaps we do not fully anticipate the ultimate design of those plans, or the public’s perception of their design. 
30 For example, a 50% subsidy implementation rate means that we calibrate the tax wedges for low-skill workers 
based on a $3,984 average annual subsidy for exchange coverage, rather than the $7,968 average we estimated from 
CPS data on low-skill workers (we do the same procedure for high-skill workers).  One interpretation of the 50% 
subsidy implementation rate is that workers value the exchange subsidies at only 50 cents per dollar we imputed for 
them in our CPS averages. 
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Cost Functions, the Break‐Even Test, and Empirical Indicators of the Relative 

Demand for ESI and NGI 

The model’s coverage decision involves the choice (6) among three possible cost 

functions, repeated below for convenience: 

 1  1  1   ln ( A) (1 uL )w  (1  ) (1 uK )r  ,   1 
 1  1  1  ln z  min   ln ( A) (1  nL )w  (1  ) (1  nK )r 

 , (6)
1  

 1  1  1    ln ( A) (1 cL )w  (1  ) (1 cK )r    1 

Four factors potentially affect equilibrium prevalence of each decision: (a) the distribution of 

administrative costs  net of the disutility  of being uninsured, (b) the tax rates, (c) the 

distribution of the skill-intensity parameter , and (d) the relative factor price w/r. However, 

recall from Table 2 that the tax factor quc is fairly close to one without the ACA, which means 

that the log term for ESI coverage differs from the log term for no coverage by essentially the 

same constant for all sectors so that the distribution of administrative costs is the primary 

determinant of the margin (if any) between ESI and not insured.  As noted above, we calibrate 

that distribution from the microeconometric literature on the historical sensitivity of ESI offering 

decisions to the price of ESI. 

Absent the ACA, employees find that NGI is strictly dominated by ESI: recall from Table 

2 that both skill levels are taxed less under ESI coverage than under NGI coverage.  Therefore, 

marginal changes in any of the four factors (a)-(d) in the neighborhood of the no-ACA allocation 

have no effect on the model’s (zero) prevalence of NGI among employees.  For larger changes – 

think of varying the ACA subsidy implementation rate between zero and 100 percent – some of 

the employers offering ESI absent the ACA find it optimal to offer NGI instead.  In this range, 

the distribution of administrative costs affects the prevalence of ESI only through general 

equilibrium effects because  disappears when equation (6)’s third term is subtracted from its 

second. What really matters for the decision to replace ESI with NGI is the employer’s 

propensity to use low-skill labor.   
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The cost functions (6) highlight the importance of skill intensity as a determinant of the 

type of coverage, conditional on having private coverage.  Holding w/r constant and assuming 

that  > 1, an employer achieves minimum cost by replacing ESI with NGI if and only his ACA-

absent compensation ratio satisfies: 

 1
 1 

1  cK 
(1 cL )wLi 1 nK  (14) 1  1(1 cK )rKi  1 cK 1 cL 

 
 
1 cK 1 cL 

 
    
 1 nL 1 cK   1 cL 1 cK 

where bars indicate the ACA-absent tax rate values.  The critical compensation ratio on the right-

hand side of the inequality (14) is just a function of the tax parameters and the elasticity  of 

factor substitution. For our baseline tax calibration and  = 1.5, the critical ratio is 0.32, which 

means that any ESI employer with pre-ACA low-skill compensation that is at least 32 percent of 

its high skill compensation would reduce costs by replacing ESI with NGI.31 

As  approaches zero, equation (14) reduces to the break-even or “money’s worth” test 

(Rennane and Steuerle 2011) that compares the aggregate subsidy net of penalties received by a 

firm and its employees if it had NGI coverage rather than ESI to the value of ESI’s tax exclusion 

(aggregated for all employees of the firm): 

 1
 1 cK 


1   

 1 nK  1 cL  nK  cK (15)lim 0  1  1   1  1 1   1 1  cK cL nL cK cL cK cL   1 1 1 1 nL cK   cL cK 

In other words, the break-even test is equivalent to a comparison of the pre-ACA compensation 

ratio (the left-hand side of inequality (14)) to the right-hand side of equation (15).  As long as  

> 0, employers are expected to adjust the composition of their workforce according to the skill 

31 For this purpose, and as indicated in equation (14), compensation includes employer payroll taxes and net of the 
subsidy implicit in the exclusion of health insurance premiums from the personal and payroll tax bases. The critical 
ratio also depends somewhat on the elasticity  of factor substitution, ranging from 0.29 to 0.36 as  ranges from 1 
to 2. 
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gradient of employer costs, and the break-even test is only a rough indicator of which insurance 

offering will minimize employer costs under the ACA.  For example, some of the employers in 

our model (those with pre-ACA compensation ratios between 0.24 and 0.29) retain ESI even 

though the break-even test conducted before the ACA would suggest that they had enough low-

skill employees to gain from dropping ESI because the incentives created by the ACA made it 

too expensive to retain so many low-skill employees.32 

Aside from quantifying the tax rates, the essential quantitative determinant of our 

prediction for the prevalence of ESI under the ACA is the fraction of ESI employers for whom 

the compensation ratio was at least 0.32 (equivalently, a log ratio of -1.13).  Figure 3 illustrates 

why we think a large minority of ESI employers might reduce costs by switching from ESI to 

NGI under the ACA. The horizontal axis orders employees according to their employers’ pre-

ACA cost of ESI relative to no insurance.  A vertical line is drawn at workforce quantile 0.79 

because 79% of the workforce (of non-poor household heads and spouses) had ESI before the 

ACA.  Dashed horizontal lines in the chart indicate the log average compensation ratio for ESI 

employers (-2.03) and non-ESI employers (-0.36).  We do not have employer-level data and 

therefore cannot graph the exact empirical distribution, but we know that it has to match the two 

conditional averages shown. 

The solid curve is the distribution of pre-ACA compensation ratios in our baseline 

parameterization, which fits the two conditional averages by construction and assumes that (i) 

is linear in the quantile i. Because the ACA critical compensation ratio shown as a solid 

horizontal line crosses this curve at quantile 0.73, we predict that (holding constant w/r and the 

distribution of employment across sectors) the ACA would reduce the ESI coverage rate from 

0.79 to 0.73. Alternative shaped compensation distributions would result in somewhat different 

quantitative results.33 

32 All of the employers in our model (100 percent implementation) who drop ESI pass the break-even test 
(conducted before the ACA) by a non-trivial margin: about $1,000 per employee-year. 
33 It is theoretically possible that most employers have essentially the same skill intensity parameter  and that the 
ESI average of 0.25 is due to the extreme skill-intensities of employers far from the margin between ESI and no 
insurance, in which case the ACA could cause essentially all employers to replace ESI with NGI.  The other extreme 
is also theoretically possible: that the  distribution is a step function, with the step coincidentally at the employer 
on the margin between ESI and no insurance, in which the ACA has no effect on ESI coverage holding w/r constant. 
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To the degree that employers can avoid the ACA penalties levied on them for not 

offering health insurance – perhaps by designating their employees as part-time, keeping fewer 

than 50 full-time equivalent employees, challenging the penalty in court, or obtaining a waiver – 

the critical ratio drops sharply. For example, at half of the penalty the critical ratio drops from 

0.32 to 0.18. Note that the average compensation ratio among employers with ESI before the 

ACA is 0.13, which means that a half penalty might induce many more ESI employers to drop 

their coverage. 

Quantitative Estimates of the ACA’s Impact on ESI Coverage 

Figure 4 displays our model’s predictions for the change in the number of persons on ESI 

(including dependents) as a function of the rate at which the penalties and subsidies are 

implemented.  As long as the subsidy implementation rate is no greater than 0.6, ESI continues 

to dominate NGI under the ACA and ESI participation remains at or somewhat above where it 

was before the ACA.  In these cases, the only people getting the NGI subsidy are those who get 

insurance on the exchanges after leaving a job with ESI.  The magnitude of the ESI impact is 

composed of two opposing effects: the tendency for the employer and individual penalties to 

expand the number and size of ESI sectors for a fixed labor supply and the reduction in overall 

employment due to the additional assistance given to people while they are not working in the 

form of NGI subsidies.  The latter effect dominates only when the penalty implementation rate is 

low enough and/or the wage elasticity of labor supply is high enough. 

Recall from Table 3 that we estimate the average fully-implemented subsidy for low-skill 

workers to be $7,968 per year working in a NGI sector.  If that average subsidy were perceived 

to be worth $4,800 or less to the participants – perhaps because NGI participation is significantly 

more costly in terms of inconvenience, red tape, switching costs, or perceived value deficiencies 

– then the applicable parts of Figure 4 are those with subsidy implementation rates at or below 

0.6 and we conclude that the ACA might not significantly reduce ESI participation.34  However, 

because the law is currently written with Congressmen and their staffs required to get their health 

34 This particular conclusion depends on our assumption that ESI cannot be offered to high-skill employees in a 
sector without also offering it to low-skill employees.  As explained in our Appendix III, the ACA might still 
significantly reduce ESI participation without any sector dropping coverage if employers “window dress” their 
benefit offerings in order to exploit possible loopholes in the exchange subsidy eligibility rules. 
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insurance on the exchanges, a cap on participant costs for those under 400 percent of the poverty 

line, and a large advertising campaign for promoting the exchange plans and keeping them 

distinct from anti-poverty health programs like Medicaid, our humble guess is that NGI subsidy 

take-up rates will be high within a few years and that actual behavior will be better represented 

in our model by a subsidy implementation rate that exceeds 0.6.35 

With subsidy implementation rates above 0.6, the ACA can easily reduce ESI 

participation by ten million or more, although the impact is sensitive to the implementation rate 

for employer penalties.  In our model, a fully-implemented penalty means that it is paid on all 

full-time employees without health insurance, but the actual ACA does not levy the penalties on 

employers with fewer than 50 employees, which collectively employ about half of employees 

without health insurance (Congressional Budget Office 2007).  Thus, for purposes of quantifying 

coverage decisions, the half penalty case is arguably more interesting.  If the subsidy 

implementation rate were 80 percent or so, our model predicts that ESI enrollment (including 

dependents) could be 20 million less than it would be without the ACA.  Just as interesting, the 

ESI impact is highly sensitive to the subsidy implementation rate over this range and, as we 

explain further below, how the subsidy is implemented. 

The Congressional Budget Office (2013) estimates the ACA’s ESI impact by assuming 

that the variables affecting the ESI-NGI margin are analogous to the variables affecting the ESI-

no insurance margin, which have been examined by previous empirical studies.  But, given that 

the uninsured far outnumbered those with NGI among non-elderly workers before the ACA, 

many fewer people may have been on the ESI-NGI margin than on the ESI-uninsured margin.  If 

the ACA introduced only a small subsidy for NGI, then subsidies might have essentially no 

effect on ESI prevalence, as we find in our model for subsidy implementation rates less than 0.6 

(see Figure 4).36 

35 We also note that essentially the entire elderly population was enrolled in Medicare within one year of its creation 
(Carter, et al. 2013, series BD330).  On the other hand, some of the state governments may have the ability and 
desire to block implementation of the ACA.  Perhaps those states will behave more like our model with subsidy 
implementation rates below 0.6 than our model with high subsidy implementation rates.
36 The nonlinearity of the response of ESI to the exchange subsidies suggests that stigma, quality perceptions, state 
government interference, or some other barrier that significantly discourages subsidy take-up could have 
surprisingly large effects on ESI.  Perhaps this helps explain why Massachusetts’ 2006 health reform, which offered 
subsidized care to a smaller segment of the population and even then did so by expanding the scope of its Medicaid 
program, resulted in surprisingly little (if any) reduction in ESI coverage. 
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Even when the subsidy implementation rate exceeds 0.6, our model of ESI prevalence is 

radically different from CBO’s.  In this range, shifts between ESI and NGI have little to do with 

worker desires to avoid being uninsured, because they are insured either way.37  As noted in  

connection with Figure 3 and in the break-even literature cited above, employer offering 

decisions are about the composition of their workforce especially as measured by the amount of 

the subsidy the average employee would get on the ACA’s exchanges.  Moreover, our approach 

adds labor supply, output-substitution, and factor-substitution effects to the breakeven calculus: 

households change the sectors to which they allocate their time and purchases and businesses 

change the composition of their factor demand. 

For penalty and subsidy implementation rates of 50 and 80 percent, respectively, Figure 5 

decomposes the ESI impacts into the three “behavioral” components, using the methodology 

shown in Appendix II.  The full effect is the sum of the effects shown in the Figure, plus the 

effects of employer-level coverage decisions.  Factor-substitution adds about one million people 

(including dependents) to NGI: sectors with NGI increase the low-skill intensity of their 

workforce while the sectors that retain ESI do the opposite, which by itself moves employees 

from ESI to NGI sectors even without moving output across sectors.  By offering subsidized 

health coverage to people not working full-time, the ACA reduces aggregate hours worked, in 

part by moving workers out of ESI jobs into non-employment or part-time work with NGI, and 

thereby moving about three million ESI participants to exchange plans. 

The ACA raises costs for the sectors that didn’t have coverage before the ACA (see also 

Figure 2), which they pay in some combination of insurance administrative costs, employer 

penalties, and individual mandate penalties.  The extra costs are passed on to consumers who 

shift their demand toward the ESI sectors, which is why the output-substitution effects shown in 

Figure 5 are positive for ESI and private coverage.  The positive output substitution effect on 

private coverage (equivalently, the negative output-substitution effect on the uninsured sectors) 

may be an intended effect because a goal of the ACA is to expand coverage by penalizing non-

coverage and subsidizing coverage.  As we show below, the output substitution effect has 

37 There is a small range of subsidy implementation rates near 0.6 for which the ACA both puts workers on NGI and 
induces a group of employers to offer ESI; the latter occurs to avoid individual and employer mandate penalties. 
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relatively little effect on output or productivity, whereas the other – perhaps unintended – effects 

in Figure 5 do. 

The NGI sectors experience two output-substitution effects: one because they have higher 

costs relative to the ESI sectors, but a second in the opposite direction because they have lower 

costs relative to the sectors that remain uninsured.  The net output-substitution effect for the NGI 

sectors is small and in the direction of increasing their output share. 

Figure 5 shows that, overall, more than four million additional exchange participants 

come from the reallocation of labor among sectors (including the not-employed sector) in 

response to sector- and skill-specific ACA taxes and subsidies. Our accounting for behavioral 

changes is the an important reason why we conclude that the exchange plans could ultimately 

have 30-40 million participants rather than the 25 million predicted by CBO (2013). 

Because ESI may primarily compete with NGI under the ACA, it is possible that the 

individual mandate – the requirement that uninsured persons pay a tax – has little effect on ESI. 

The individual mandate penalty encourages employers to offer ESI only in the part of the 

parameter space in which ESI dominates NGI so that ESI competes with uninsured status.  In 

that case, Figure 4 shows that the ACA increases ESI participation by about 10 million (half 

penalty case). 

ESI Coverage by Industry and State 

Our equilibrium model has a continuum of sectors that differ in the skill-intensity of their 

technology and thereby differ in terms of their compensation ratios absent the ACA, but 

otherwise the sectors are not readily identifiable as, say, “home construction in the Southwest” or 

“hospitals in New England.” The CPS data helps bridge this gap, and to estimate which 

industries and regions will disproportionately experience the various labor market changes 

created by the ACA. By naming some of the sectors in our model, we can generate additional 

testable implications and obtain a fuller set of incidence results. 

We cannot know for sure the skill-intensity of a CPS respondent’s employer because the 

data does not have employer identifiers.  We do have state and industry indicators, so we 
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estimate low-skill-intensity of a respondent’s employer as the fitted value from a regression in 

the March 2012 CPS sample of non-elderly household heads and spouses (employed sometime 

during 2011) of a below-300-percent-FPL indicator on indicator variables for state of residence 

and three-digit industry. Among the industries employing at least 0.5 percent of working non-

elderly household heads and spouses (about 400 respondents in the March CPS; 54 civilian 

industries satisfy this criterion), the top half of Table 4 lists the top and bottom five industries in 

terms of propensity of its workers to be in households below 300 percent FPL.  The bottom of 

the table lists the top and bottom five states.  Also listed in the table is the fraction of the 

subsample (state or industry) with ESI in their own name as of March 2012. 

Workers in some of the most low-skill intensive industries are not especially likely to 

lose ESI coverage because, as Table 4 shows, ESI coverage was already rare before the ACA. 

Restaurants, for example, have more than 70 percent of its workers from households below 300 

percent FPL, but only 24 percent of its workers have ESI from their employer. 

Table 5’s first panel shows the top 5 industries in terms of the propensity of full-time 

time workers to lose ESI as a consequence of the ACA.   The propensity is one for a full-time 

ESI employee with his estimated employer low-skill share of wages above the critical threshold 

that equalizes the subsidies for exchange plans and ESI and zero for all other workers.38 

Department and discount stores and traveler accommodation are at the top because ESI was 

common there before the ACA, but nonetheless a majority of their employees are below 300 

percent of the poverty line. 

The rest of Table 5 shows the rankings by state.  States are less heterogeneous than 

industries, so the propensity ranges only from 0.04 to 0.23 across states.  The top four states in 

terms of propensity are also the same top four states in terms of prevalence of below 300 percent 

FPL workers. 

With full implementation of penalties and subsidies, our model predicts that 5.8 percent 

of all workers and 7.4 percent of ESI workers are (without the ACA) at employers that, holding 

38 The low-skill share of wages is estimated as the product of the low-skill intensity variable noted above and 0.391, 
which is the relative low-skill earnings we use in our model.  Overall, most industries are assigned a zero propensity 
because too few of their workers are below 300 percent FPL. 
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factor prices constant, would drop their ESI offering as a consequence of the ACA.39  Those 

employees are in workforce quantiles 0.73-0.79 in Figure 3.  According to the model, none of the 

employees in quantiles 0.80-1 can lose ESI because they do not have it without the ACA. 

However, the data show that 9 percent of ESI workers are in industries and regions that are quite 

low-skill intensive – to the right of Figure 3’s vertical band where, according to the model, no 

one has ESI. Their employers are especially likely to drop their health plans because of the 

exceptionally high fraction of their workers who would be eligible for significant exchange 

subsidies. Because our model assumes that none of the most low-skill-intensive employers have 

ESI without the ACA, we expect that our model somewhat underestimates the tendency of the 

ACA to cause employers to drop their coverage. 

A thorough industry or regional analysis would use firm-level data and look at more skill 

categories, and is beyond the scope of this paper.  But Table 5 helps make our model’s sectors 

more concrete, and thereby gives the reader a good idea of where the economic forces 

emphasized in our paper will be strongest. 

Quantitative Estimates of the ACA’s Impact on Overall Coverage 

The ACA also helps NGI compete with the no-insurance option.  Without the ACA, 

persons without insurance forgo tax savings equivalent to a reduction in their salary of about 

$2,700 (this does not include administrative costs).  Under the ACA, low-skill persons without 

insurance would forgo a subsidy (net of the employer penalty) of about $8,000 and high-skill 

persons would incur a net penalty of more than $7,600 relative to their next best alternative 

(ESI). 

This large change is outside the range examined by the previous literature on the 

sensitivity of coverage decisions to the cost of insurance, but if we were using a constant 

elasticity of insurance coverage with respect to the non-administrative cost of insurance (a 

39 Our model also predicts that factor prices change, which induces employers to change the skill composition of 
their workforce and thereby cause still more of them to drop their ESI offering.  Moreover, people move off ESI on 
the model by switching sector of employment.  But we point to the 5.8 percent result as one that can be readily 
compared with cross-sectional models that do not account for the full range of labor market behavioral changes. 
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functional form sometimes used in that literature), we would predict that the ACA would 

essentially eliminate the uninsured option.  We use the more conservative linear functional form 

for administrative costs noted above, so that each dollar of savings increases coverage by 

approximately the same number of participants.  Either way, this is an exercise in extrapolation, 

unlike our interpolative analysis of ESI impact discussed in the context of Figure 3. 

The stated goal of the ACA is to reduce the fraction of the population without health 

insurance, and primarily intends to do so by getting more people to participate in private plans. 

Figure 6 displays the impact of the ACA on private insurance coverage (ESI and NGI 

combined).  Our benchmark parameterization with 80% subsidy implementation and 50% 

penalty implementation implies that the ACA ultimately increases the number of people with 

private coverage by 15 million, which is two million more than the CBO’s estimate 

(Congressional Budget Office 2013) and on the high end of the five studies surveyed by 

Buchmueller, Carey and Levy (2013). 

However, the overall coverage impact hinges critically on the degree to which subsidies 

and penalties are implemented.  At a 50 percent penalty implementation rate, the impact on 

private coverage ranges from 9 to 22 million.  The exchange subsidies do not really matter in the 

range in which ESI dominates NGI because the no-insurance option doesn’t compete with NGI 

in that case.  What really matters in this range are the individual and employer penalties from 

which the ESI sector is exempt:40 note the wide gap between the red and blue curves in Figure 6 

for subsidy implementation rates at or below 0.5. 

Over the range of subsidies that are valued enough that NGI can compete with ESI, the 

employer penalties hardly matter for getting people insured because the no-insurance option 

competes with NGI, both of which create employer penalties.  In other words, in order to achieve 

the goal of reducing the fraction of the population without health insurance, either the NGI plans 

must be perceived as valuable, or the employer penalties must be enforced.  With “success” on 

the former, employer penalties would not be necessary for expanding coverage.  The full penalty 

green line increases coverage by 18 million even with almost no employer subsides. 

40 See the Appendix III for a caveat on the exemption. 
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Alternatively, the no penalty blue line increases coverage by the same amount with full 

implementation of employer subsidies. 

Conclusions 
A previous literature has noted the ACA’s creation of remarkable incentives to change 

behavior among a variety of labor market participants.  This paper takes a couple of next steps, 

one of which is to systematically quantify the incentives in a common metric of “tax wedges” 

that recognizes interactions between ACA provisions and pre-existing tax laws.  For low-skill 

workers, a fully implemented ACA’s tax wedges would be about the same as tripling employer 

payroll tax rates. The wedges also vary by sector and skill type, with some sectors and skill 

types being implicitly taxed dozens of percentage points (of payroll) more than others.  The ACA 

encourages workers to be insured, but not in a factor-neutral way. 

Economists cannot reasonably conclude that consumers, employers, and employees 

would all continue their prior behavior in the face of such large new tax wedges.  This paper 

therefore builds a model of the labor market that is rich enough to explicitly and quantitatively 

represent a number of the major provisions in the Affordable Care Act, such as the shared 

responsibility penalties and the subsidies for making purchases on the Act’s “health insurance 

exchanges.” The model allows, in response to the new terms of trade in goods and factor 

markets, employers to change the quantity and composition of their employment and fringe 

benefits, employees to change sectors (or not work at all) in order to obtain the maximum return 

on their labor hours, and consumers to change the amount and composition of their purchases. 

Because of the various political, legal, and economic challenges to implementing the law, 

the body of our paper displays a range of results according to the degree (ranging from 0 to 100 

percent) to which the ACA’s subsidies and taxes are implemented.  For the purposes of 

forecasting behavioral responses, our preferred long-run subsidy implementation rate (if we have 

a preferred rate: see below) is about 80 percent.  Our preferred rate is greater than 50 percent 

because the exchanges are intended as places where well-to-do people, such as United States 

Senators, would be able to purchase health insurance that was to their liking, while at the same 
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time the subsidies received by households can be applied toward any plan sold in the 

exchanges.41  On the other hand, our preferred rate is less than one hundred percent because it is 

likely that political uncertainty, equivocal consumer perceptions, bureaucracy costs, product 

differentiation, and other factors act as a bit of a barrier between exchange plans and employer 

sponsored insurance.42  The size of this barrier will likely vary across states, because insurance 

plans are regulated by states. The barrier may also change over time as information 

disseminates, the technology “glitches” are solved, and regulators at both the state and federal 

levels react to political and budget pressures. 

Figure 7 displays the likely range of the ACA’s national coverage impacts, assuming half 

penalty. It is possible that the law increases ESI participation, but in that case our estimate of the 

number of people moved from uninsured to private coverage (the sum of ESI and NGI coverage) 

is at the low end: about 9 million.  If the exchange subsidies are perceived to be valuable, then 

we expect the ACA to expand private coverage by 15 million or more, but in the process to 

reduce ESI coverage by more than 20 million.  Another important determinant of the ACA’s 

impact on ESI is the degree, if any, to which ESI participants can work for the same employer as 

workers receiving the ACA subsidies. By 2016, we expect to have enough data on exchange 

plan participation that we can calibrate the implementation rates to measures of take-up, 

participation, and compliance, rather than offering a range of educated guesses as we do now. 

Even if every single employer retained its current health insurance offering, behavioral 

changes could add about 18 million participants to the new exchange plans as employers pass on 

costs to their customers and change the size and composition of their workforce, and individuals 

react to the penalty for being uninsured. 

Our analysis also helps reconcile the literature’s apparently disparate approaches for 

understanding the consequences of the ACA for ESI coverage.  If the exchange subsidies were 

perceived to be small enough, we predict that the ACA would increase ESI coverage due to the 

41 Also note that employer insurance itself is beginning to look more like the ACA’s exchanges, as employers join 
“private exchanges” in order to encourage employees to shop for doctors and hospitals (Hancock 2013) (Murphy 
2013). 
42 Pear (2013) gives examples of insurers whose plans on the exchanges offer narrower provider networks than the 
plans they offer through employers, and examples of exchange plans that exclude major medical centers.  See also 
Terhune (2013) and PricewaterhouseCoopers (2013). It is possible that narrow provider networks would increase 
exchange participation, rather than decrease it, by giving healthy persons an opportunity to buy relatively 
inexpensive coverage (Mathews 2013). 
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individual and employer penalties, which would agree with those who conclude that nationwide 

ESI coverage will react to the ACA much the same way that statewide coverage reacted to 

Massachusetts 2006 health reform.43  Ignoring the behavioral effects, this parameterization of our 

model also has some common features with the CBO’s (2013) assumption – implicit in their use 

of historical estimates of the “demand for” ESI – that the primary alternative to ESI for 

employees at marginal firms is no private insurance.  When the subsidies are valued by eligible 

families closer to their cost to the treasury, an employer’s decision to keep or drop coverage is 

(holding factor prices constant) entirely about the skill intensity of his production technology and 

has little to do with his employees’ preferences to be insured because under the ACA they will 

be insured either way.44 

This paper does not attempt to model all of the possible labor market loopholes involved 

with implementing the ACA.  We are examining them in forthcoming research, and for now 

offer an Appendix III that explains why loopholes may narrow the range of coverage outcomes 

shown in Figure 7, and make it less likely that the ACA’s ultimate impact on ESI coverage could 

be positive. Appendix III also explains how a number of other results shown in this paper might 

still be found in a model that featured additional loopholes. 

More work is needed to fully understand the sectoral effects of the ACA.  This paper 

does not give any details about the law’s Medicaid expansions; our model just aggregates 

Medicaid participants with all other people lacking private health insurance.  We do not give 

special attention to the health and insurance sectors, but the ACA also changes the way those 

sectors do business while shifting consumer demand toward them and away from the rest of the 

economy.  Our model does not have any elderly workers, or workers who are not heads (or 

spouses) of their own household. Such workers supply less than a quarter of aggregate hours, 

but their supply is still not negligible. 

Physical capital is only implicit in our model, which assumes constant returns to the two 

types of labor. Our results should therefore be interpreted as long-run results: measures of the 

43 See Dubay, Long and Lawton (2012) and Gruber (2011).  
44 This is essentially the approach of the money’s worth calculations by Rennane and Steuerle (2011) and others that  
suggest that ESI participation could drop sharply as a consequence of the ACA.  
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behavioral changes that would occur in the long run in response to a permanent change in the 

various tax rates. 

Our model features heterogeneous sectors, some of which can be interpreted as 

“entrepreneurial” or intensive in small establishments, and expand as a consequence of the ACA. 

However, we do not model the ACA’s significant employer-size provisions in any detail. Our 

paper does not specifically model health outcomes, which may well improve enough to 

compensate for the labor market costs that we do model.  Nevertheless, our model provides a 

framework for understanding the quantitative implications of several of the more important 

provisions of the ACA and their long-run impacts on a heterogeneous and flexible labor market. 

Appendix I: Model Calibration 
Table 6 displays our benchmark model parameters.45 The baseline factor allocation refers 

to millions of non-poor non-elderly household heads and spouses represented in the March 2012 

CPS who worked some time during calendar year 2011, and then rescaled by a factor of 1.03 to 

account for population growth between 2012 and 2015.  They total 101 million.  A worker is 

considered “with ESI” if he or she is covered by ESI, even if a family member is the policy 

holder. Tax rates are measured accordingly (see Tables 2 and 3).  For example, the average ESI 

subsidy implicit in the exclusion of ESI premiums from payroll and income tax bases is based on 

the average ESI premiums ($7,980, regardless of whether they are “paid by” employer or 

employee) among employees with ESI.  We count zeros in that average for employees that 

obtain their ESI through a family member. 

Note that illegal immigrants are represented by our calibration, to the extent that illegal 

immigrants are detected by the CPS and are above the poverty line.  Part-time workers, some of 

which have ESI, are also included, although they are a small minority of working non-poor non-

elderly heads and spouses (even low-skilled workers without ESI are 83 percent full-time). 

45 “Benchmark” refers to our preferred or focal parameter vector.  “Baseline” refers to economic outcomes without 
the ACA, which we associate with economic outcomes before January 2014 when the premium subsidies go into 
effect. 
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However, conditional on skill and ESI, part-time workers are not modeled separately from full-

time workers, which means that our calibrated model cannot account for the possibility that the 

incidence of part-time work for sectors on the margin of ESI might be different from the 

population average. We do have endogenous labor supply, and some of that response can be 

interpreted as movements of workers between full- and part-time status, but we cannot 

decompose the labor supply response between weekly hours and other margins. 

We estimate ESI premiums and hypothetical NGI premiums using the Kaiser 

Foundation’s silver plan premium calculator (hereafter, “KFF calculator”) for calendar year 

2014. The calculator reports, among other things, the full cost premium (that is, with no 

premium assistance) for individuals on the basis of their age.  We convert the premium into 

“expected” (in the actuarial sense) medical expenses by dividing by 0.7.  We sum the expected 

medical expenses across family members who participate in an actual ESI plan or would, under 

the ACA, hypothetically participate in an NGI plan.  The ESI premium is assumed to be 83 

percent of expected medical expenses, with the other 17% covered by various forms of out-of-

pocket payments (Gabel, et al. 2012).  The NGI premium (without subsidies) is assumed to be 70 

percent of expected medical expenses. 

The hypothetical NGI subsidy is zero if family income (including the cash value of 

employer ESI contributions) is outside the range for which premiums are capped by the ACA, or 

if the caps for premiums and out-of-pocket costs exceed the expected medical expenses 

themselves.  The subsidy is also zero for a married person with an ESI-worker spouse because 

that person can leave or enter the NGI sector with no consequences for the family’s exchange 

subsidy because the spouse’s job and the ACA’s so-called “family glitch” by themselves render 

the entire family ineligible for exchange subsidies.46  Otherwise, the subsidy relevant for an 

earner’s decision to work in one sector or another is the difference between expected family 

medical expenses and the applicable cap based on family income.47 

Our model’s employer taxes by themselves create a significant wedge between labor 

supply and labor demand.  Because the employee-weighted average of the full-implementation 

46 See also Burkhauser, Lyons and Simon (2011).  
47 Note that, for the purposes of calculating wedges between sectors, the family subsidy is counted twice for dual-
uninsured-worker couples and counted zero for dual-ESI-worker couples because either spouse can unilaterally  
render the family ineligible for exchange subsidies by taking an ESI job.  
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tax rates are close to the ACA overall average impact of 4.9 percentage points reported in 

Mulligan’s (2013) study of marginal labor income tax rates (assuming somewhat less than full 

implementation), we do not model any additional ACA impact on after-tax shares and therefore 

calibrate sL and sK as 0.50 and 0.44, respectively, regardless of the presence of the ACA.48 

48 Because neither of these calculations account for illegal immigrants, the aggregate and skill-specific labor supply 
results are best understood as predictions for the legally resident (non-poor) population. 
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Appendix II: Decomposing ACA Impacts into Behavioral Components 

Our model has several types of decisions by employers, employees, and consumers. 

Aggregate labor supply decisions can be isolated by comparing the model with a positive wage 

elasticity of labor supply to the otherwise identical model with inelastic labor supply.  Sectoral 

shifts in consumer demand by sector can be isolated by comparing the model with a positive 

substitution elasticity in consumer preferences to the otherwise identical model with Leontief 

consumer preferences.  We isolate employer decisions to drop ESI by comparing our equilibrium 

model with a variant of the model that requires each sector to have the same ESI offering under 

the ACA as they have in the equilibrium model without the ACA.49 

Among these three behaviors, we can shut down any of the three, or all three at a time, or 

none. Because the behaviors interact with each other, this makes four ways to calculate the 

impact of any one of the behaviors; we take the average of the four.50 

When the model has inelastic labor supply, Leontief consumer preferences, and fixed ESI 

offerings, the ACA’s impact on coverage and other variables are the combination of two 

additional forms of behavior: factor-substitution effects and the decision to be uninsured.  In 

order to isolate the factor-substitution effect on employment or any other outcome, we take each 

sector and calculate what its outcome would be under the ACA if it changed its factor ratio to 

coincide with its non-ACA factor mix, holding constant its employee compensation (wL+rK, 

evaluated at ACA factor prices). We do the same by achieving the non-ACA factor ratio with 

the ACA wage bill, and average the two results (the two components in the average are 

essentially the same).  Factor substitution effects are summed across groups of sectors to get 

aggregate factor substitution effects for the group, using weights when appropriate. 

For example, if employment is the outcome, sector i’s factor substitution effect is: 

49 That is, we take the no-ACA equilibrium sectoral profile for ESI(i) and calculate an ACA equilibrium that 
imposes ESI(i) on employers.  Those sectors that have ESI(i) = 0 choose NGI or uninsured status in order to 
minimize their cost. 
50 For example, to calculate the aggregate labor supply component of, say, the ESI coverage impact, we compare a 
model with inelastic labor supply to an otherwise equivalent model with elastic labor supply.  The two models being 
compared can both have Leontief consumer preferences, or both impose the non-ACA ESI(i) profile, or both have 
Leontief preferences and impose a profile, or both have endogenous sectors and endogenous ESI.  In practice, the 
four approaches yield similar quantitative estimates. 
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where primes (‘) indicate outcomes with the ACA and no prime indicates no-ACA outcomes. 

The factor substitution effect on, say, ESI coverage is the sum of the factor substitution effect of 

each ESI sector, rescaled to convert from employment to plan participants. 
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Appendix III: The Window‐dressing Margin and ESI participation 
In the main text, we assume than any employee’s receipt of ESI renders all workers in his 

sector ineligible for exchange subsidies.  At least five possible loopholes might allow some 

workers in a sector to receive ESI while others receive exchange subsidies: the legal boundaries 

of businesses could change so that low- and high-skill workers in the same sector are legally 

more segregated than they were before the ACA, selected full-time employees could have their 

hours reduced enough to make them ineligible for ESI, employers could tweak their health plan 

offerings so that federal regulators deem them unaffordable or insufficient, new employees could 

be put on occupation-specific orientation periods, and former employees who normally 

participate in ESI (especially retirees and the unemployed using COBRA) could be given the 

option to use the exchanges instead. The purpose of this appendix is to explain how these forms 

of window dressing can be included in our framework, the possible extent of window dressing, 

and how window dressing changes our results. 

Burkhauser, Lyons and Simon (2011) found that a little window dressing can go a long 

way toward making middle- and low- income people eligible for exchange subsidies without any 

real change in their employment situation, tax situation, or benefits package.  In particular, if 

employers were to re-label their single-coverage plan or plans so that 100 percent of the 

premium was paid by the employee (employees could be kept whole with a minor raise in their 

cash compensation – but see below), then 6 percent of employees currently with ESI – about one 

fifth of low-skill employees currently with ESI – would be deemed as having no affordable ESI 

option and could thereby receive exchange subsidies while the rest of their coworkers continued 

with their ESI.  The subsidy would far exceed the $3,000 employer-penalty triggered by their 

exchange participation. 

Another possible tweak to benefit offerings would be to reduce the fraction of employee 

health care costs that are covered by the offered plans below 60 percent, so that the ACA deems 

the ESI as not comprehensive enough.51  This is not pure window dressing, because affected 

high-skill employees would have to pay more out-of-pocket, but it might be minor compared to 

the other behavioral changes we consider in this paper. 

51 We are not sure whether it would be sufficient to make this adjustment to single-coverage plans, or whether it 
would have to be made to all plans offered by the employer. 
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In order to model these possibilities, we introduce a window-dressing parameter that 

indicates the fraction of low-skill employees in ESI sectors who are eligible for exchange 

subsidies. That parameter affects our model simulation in only two ways.  First, it affects our 

calibration of the tax rate cL on low-skill employees in the ESI sectors: to the degree that the 

low-skill employees are subsidy eligible, the subsidy does not have to be clawed back from ESI 

employers and those employers are liable for a penalty.52  Because the tax rate cL determines 

coverage decisions and the allocation of labor, window-dressing affects our predictions for these 

behaviors. Second, we report ESI-participating employees as the number of employees in the 

ESI sectors minus the window-dressing rate times the number of low-skill employees in those 

sectors.  A similar approach is followed for calculating NGI-participating employees. 

Figure 8 is the same as Figure 2, except that Figure 8 sets the window-dressing rate for 

low-skill workers at 25% rather than zero, which means that the full-implementation tax rate on 

low-skill ESI labor, cL, is 28.5% rather than the 36.8% shown in Table 2.  The equilibrium 

sector profiles for employment, skill-intensity, and sector prices are broadly similar in the two 

figures. As a result, our estimates of the ACA’s impacts on real wages and productivity do not 

depend much on the assumed window-dressing rate (see also Table 7). Both window-dressing 

rates predict a fifteen million increase in participation in private health insurance as a 

consequence of the ACA. 

Although window dressing does not matter much for most of the economic outcomes 

listed in Table 7, it matters for employers’ coverage decisions because low- and high-skill 

employees no longer have to take the same coverage.  Figure 8 shows that 25% window dressing 

implies that a few sectors (0.59 to 0.62) actually offer ESI under the ACA when they would not 

offer it absent the ACA, although the ACA’s impact on nationwide ESI participation is still 

negative because of the low-skill employees of ESI employers who end up on the exchanges. 

Figure 9 illustrates how window dressing can either reduce or increase ESI participation 

(compared to an ACA without window dressing), depending on the value of the subsidy 

implementation rate.  An ACA with window dressing reduces ESI participation even when all 

sectors with ESI retain it because a fraction of the low-skill employees in those sectors can get 

52 The effect of window-dressing on cL can be in either direction, depending on the implementation rates for 
subsidies and penalties. 
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subsidized coverage on the exchanges instead.  However, window dressing helps high-skill 

employees keep their ESI despite the demand for NGI from their low-skill coworkers.  As a 

result, when the implementation subsidy rate is close to one, an ACA with window dressing does 

somewhat less to reduce ESI participation than an ACA without it: Figure 9’s red line is above 

its blue one. 

Overall, window dressing reduces the range of predicted exchange plan participation and 

ESI participation impacts.  With window dressing, the ACA reduces ESI participation between 3 

and 32 million.   
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Table 1. Components of Compensation and Employer Costs 
Low-skill employees 

Empirical Measure 
Employer cost = value marginal product of labor 

-employer penalty and employer payroll taxes 
= employee compensation (including fringes) 

-foregone HI subsidy 
= employee comp. net of sector-specific health terms 

-personal taxes and forgone household subsidies 
= reward to work 

Notes 

Model notation by sector 
ESI NGI Uninsured 

(1+cL )w (1+nL )w (1+uL )w 

(1+cL-0.0765 )w w (1+uL-  _nL )w 

w w w 

(1-s_L )w (1-s_L )w (1-s_L )w 

(1) ESI = Employer-sponsored health insurance, NGI = Non-group health insurance 
(2) underscore indicates subscript 
(3) 0.0765 is the employer payroll tax rate 
(4) (_cL -0.0765)w  is the value of the exchange subsidy net of the value of the ESI tax exclusion 
(5) (_nL -0.0765)w  is the employer penalty 
(6) (_uL -0.0765)w  is the value of the exchange subsidy plus the employer penalty 

Notes 
varies by sector 

varies by sector 

employees are 
indifferent 

between sectors 



Table 2. Employer Tax Rate Calibration 
Tax amounts expressed as an equivalent salary increment, in 2014 dollars. Assumes full implementation. 

high skill low skill 
without ACA 

high skill low skill 
with ACA 

Employer type 
ESI 
NGI 
uninsured 

-2,554 -2,421 
0 0 
0 0 

Tax Amounts, excl
-1,562 
2,694 
6,027 

uding payroll tax 
7,363 
2,295 

13,192 

Employer type 
ESI: cK  & cL 

NGI: nK  & nL 

uninsured: uK  & uL 

4.6% 0.2% 

7.7% 7.7% 

7.7% 7.7% 

Tax Rates, includ
5.8% 

11.2% 

15.8% 

ing payroll tax 
36.8% 

15.6% 

65.9% 

Sectoral trades Labor market terms of skill trade distortions 
uninsured vs ESI: q uc 1.04 1.11 

NGI vs ESI: q nc 1.04 0.80 

uninsured vs NGI: q un 1.00 1.38 

Notes: Tax rates are employer rates: tax amounts are excluded from the base. 
See Table 3 for components of the tax amounts 



Table 3. Components of Sector-specific Employer Taxes and Subsidies 
Assumes full implementation. 

Applicable sector? 
Non-ACA Provisions 
Value of excluding health premiums from personal taxes 

Annual Amount 
-2,660 

ESI 
yes 

NGI uninsured 
no no 

ACA Provisions 
Employer shared responsibility payment 

Full time, full year amount 

Adjustment for propensity to work part timea 

Avg. salary equivalent (assuming 39% business tax rate) 
Majormedical reinsurance assessment 

Exchange subsidy clawbackb 

Full year amount after personal taxesa 

Salary equivalenta (assuming 25% personal tax rate) 

Individual mandate penalty (salary equivalent)c 

Annual Amount 

2,000 

1,656 
2,522 

126 

7,968 

10,624 

1,348 

ESI 
no 

yes 

yes 

no 

NGI uninsured 
yes yes 

no no 

no yes 

no yes 

TOTALa = sum of applicable annual salary equivalent amounts 

TOTALa adjusted for average weeks worked per year 

8,090 

7,363 

2,522 

2,295 

14,494 

13,192 

Notes: aThe amount shown in the table is for low-skill. We use an alternate amount for high-skill workers.  
bFor use in a model in which all employees receive an exchange subsidy by default.  
cScaled down by an estimated 20% of uninsured low-skill workers who are illegal immigrants.  



Table 4. Industries and States With Low and High Fractions of Workers under 300% Poverty 
March 2012 CPS 

Share of workers 
Top 5 Low-Skill Intensive Industries Low-skill share with ESI in own name 
Services to buildings and dwellings 0.72 0.18 
Restaurants and other food services 0.71 0.24 
Landscaping services 0.65 0.22 
Employment services 0.63 0.29 
Crop production 0.63 0.20 

Bottom 5 Low-Skill Intensive Industries 
Securities, commodities, funds, & other financial 0.10 0.71 
Architectural, engineering 0.12 0.69 
National security and international affairs 0.13 0.78 
Computer systems design 0.14 0.73 
Electric power generation and distribution 0.15 0.89 

Top 5 Low-Skill Intensive States 
Idaho 0.46 0.52 
Arkansas 0.45 0.56 
South Carolina 0.45 0.57 
Utah 0.45 0.54 
New Mexico 0.45 0.46 

Bottom 5 Low-Skill Intensive States 
New Hampshire 0.23 0.58 
District of Columbia 0.25 0.65 
Connecticut 0.25 0.60 
Massachusetts 0.25 0.59 
Maryland 0.25 0.60 

Notes: Low-skill is defined to be living in a family under 300% of the Federal Poverty Line.  
Industries are limited to those 54 employing at least 0.5% of non-elderly heads and spouses.  



Table 5. Industries and States with Workers at Risk of Losing ESI 
March 2012 CPS, limited to industries employing at least 0.5% of non-elderly heads and spouses 

Share of 
Top 5 industries by share of full-time employees at risk of losing E workers at risk 
Department stores and discount stores 0.51 
Traveler accommodation 0.50 
Grocery stores 0.47 
Nursing care facilities 0.47 
Clothing stores 0.38 

Top 5 states 
Mississippi 0.23 
Nevada 0.23 
Arkansas 0.21 
South Carolina 0.18 
Tennessee 0.18 

Bottom 5 states 
District of Columbia 0.04 
Connecticut 0.05 
Alaska 0.05 
Massachusetts 0.06 
New Hampshire 0.06 

Note: "at risk" means (i) having ESI in own name and (ii) industry and state estimated to be low-skill 
intensive enough that the average employee's subsidy from the exchanges exceeds ESI's implicit 



Table 6. Model Parameters 

Baseline Factor Allocation 
low-skill employees with ESI 20.1 
total low-skill employees 33.9 
high-skill employees with ESI 59.8 
total high-skill employees 67.5 
ESI participants per covered worker 2.0 

Substitution Parameters 
ESI offer elasticity with respect to the price of ESI 0.333 
elasticity of factor substitution in production 1.5 
elasticity of sectoral substitution in utility 1.0 
wage elasticity of labor supply 0.5 

Other Technology Parameters 
baseline marginal revenue product of low-skill labor 32,381 
baseline marginal revenue product of high-skill labor 82,813 
ESI post-tax expenditures per $ of covered earnings 0.09 
Productivity parameters A  and z 1 
factor intensity parameter  for: 

the most skill-intenstive sector 0.09 
the least skill-intenstive sector 0.44 

Other Taste Parameters 
sectoral gradient of consumer preferences -2.8 
slope of sectoral gradient of consumer preferences 4.2 

Employer Tax Rates 

March 2012 CPS 

ratio of total ESI plan participants 
(CBO) to ESI employees 

also Leontief preferences 
also inelastic labor supply 

March 2012 CPS annual 
compensation, including fringes 

fits baseline factor allocation and 
productivity 

fits baseline factor allocation and 
skill-specific productivity 

See Table 2 for full-implementation tax rates by sector and skill level 

Additional Employee Tax Rates (uniform by sector, and unaffected by the ACA) 
low-skill 50% Mulligan (2013) 
high-skill 44% Mulligan (2013) 



Table 7. ACA Impacts with and without Window Dressing 

Percentage of low-skill employees at ESI employers who receive subsidies 
0% 25% 

Penalties Implemented 50% 
ESI participation -25.4 -12.8 
NGI participation 40.5 28.1 
participation in private insurance 15.0 15.2 
log productivity (fixed labor supply) -0.005 -0.005 

Penalties Implemented 100% 
log real low-skill wage (fixed labor supply) -0.01 0.01 
log reward to low-skill work (fixed labor supply) -0.25 -0.23 
log productivity (fixed labor supply) -0.008 -0.008 
full-implementation tax rate on low-skill ESI labor,  cL 36.8% 28.5% 

Note: Subsidies are assumed to be 80% implemented. Participation is measured in millions. 
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Figure 2.  Equilibrium Allocations by Sector: with ACA 
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Figure 3.  Compensation Ratios and the Surplus from ESI  
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Figure 4. The ACA's ESI Impact  
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As a function of subsidy and penalty implementation 
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Figure 5.  The ACA Affects Coverage through Labor Market Behavior  
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Figure 6. Insuring the Uninsured 
As a function of subsidy and penalty implementation 
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Figure 7. The ACA's Coverage Impact 
by subsidy implementation rate (0.5 penalty implementation) 
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Figure 8.  Equilibrium Allocations by Sector: with ACA 
25% of low-skill ESI employees receive NGI subsidies 
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Figure 9. The Window-dressing Margin and ESI Participation  
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